Abstract. Let f(z) be an entire function of finite lower order. Assume that there exist a positive number h and an unbounded sequence {w"}?_i such that all roots of the equations f(z) = wn (n = 1, 2,. . . ) he in {z; |Im z\ < h). Then/(z) is a polynomial of degree not greater than two. The hypothesis of the finiteness of lower order of f(z) cannot be removed.
1. Edrei [2] studied meromorphic functions with three radially distributed values and he proved the following elegant theorem.
Theorem A. Let f(z) be an entire function. Assume that there exists an unbounded sequence [w"}™=x such that all the roots of the equations f(z) = w" (n = 1, 2, . . . ) be real. Then f(z) is a polynomial of degree not greater than two.
We extend Theorem A and show the following.
Theorem. Let f(z) be an entire function of finite lower order. Assume that there exist a positive number h and an unbounded sequence [w"}™=x such that all roots of the equations f (z) = wn (n -1, 2, . . . ) lie in [z; |Im z\ < h). Then f(z) is a polynomial of degree not greater than two.
We note that the hypothesis of the finiteness of the lower order of f(z) cannot be removed from our Theorem. In fact, Fuchs and Hayman [4, p. 81] proved that there exists an entire function f(z), such that in the strip A = [z = x + iy; x > 0, \y\ < it) f(z) = exp(ez + z) + 0(z~2), while outside A,f(z) = 0(z~2) uniformly as z -» oo.
The proof of the Theorem goes in two stages: (1) f(z) is an entire function of order at most one, (2)f(z) is a polynomial. The proof of (1) follows closely the corresponding steps in the proof of Theorem 1 in [1] . The proof of (2) is quite different from that of Edrei.
The author wishes to express his thanks to the referee for his valuable advice.
2. Lemmas. Our starting point will be the following three lemmas obtained by Edrei. Consider the q radii defined by reiu\ . .., reiu-(r > 0)
where 0 < w, < • • • < uq < 2m (q > 1).
Lemma A [1] . Let Ak(8) be the sector defined by r > 1, uk + 8 < 9 < o)k+x -8 (k = 1, . . ., q), [uq+x = 2tt + <o,]
and write tr/y = oik+x -wk -28. Consider the conformai transformation
where t is a positive parameter and u = e~'ikz, ÇK = (uk + uk+x)/2. Then the function z -e*k<¡>k(w) maps the circle \w\ < 1 onto the sector Ak(8), and we have r/4r~y cos(y[Ö -ft]) < 1 -|w| < oVr"? (\z\ = r).
The following Lemma B is a modification of Lemma 1 in [1] .
Lemma B. Let f(z) be meromorphic in the region {z; 1 < \z\ < +co} and assume that for any 8 > 0 all but a finite number of the roots of the three equations f(z) = 0, f(z) = oo, /(m)(z) = 1 (m > 0, /(0) = f) lie in the angles |arg z -o>k\ < 8 (k = 1, . . . , q). Consider the q functions defined by Fk(w) = f(eiik4>k(w)) (k=l,...,q).
Then as t ^>l (0 < t < I)
. Let G(t) be a positive, real, continuous and nondecreasing function defined for t > t0> 0. Assume that the order p and the lower order p of G(z) satisfy p < p (p < + oo) and let o, t be given such that p < o < t < p. Then there exist arbitrary large values of r such that
Lemma D. Let h(z) (¥= constant) be a meromorphic function affinité lower order p, order p (< + oo), the poles of which have a positive deficiency. Then there exists a sequence of Póly a peaks {rn} of finite order t of T(r, h) such that p < t < p and log T(r", h) t <liminf , V , (2.1)
and further there exist two positive numbers K and A such that
for all sufficiently large n where
Proof. We can define a sequence of Pólya peaks {/-"} of finite order t ([i < T < p) satisfying (2.1) in view of Lemma C by a routine argument [6] . Now we shall prove that the sequence satisfies (2.2). If (2.2) were false, then there would exist sequences e" -» 0, \" -» 0 such that for infinitely many n measure{0; 0 < 0 < 2ir, \h(rnei9)\ > exp[e"r(r", A)]) < Xn. in (z; |arg z + tt/2| < a, \z\ > rx).
Using a result of Edrei and
Next if the genus of/(z) is zero, then (3.1) is similarly proved. Now we can easily show that |/( -iy)\ -> + oo as y -> + oo. We choose n>" such that |/(z)| < \wn\ for \z\ < rx. Let ß be the component of (z; |/(z)| > \wn\) which contains the negative imaginary axis from some point on. If ß C {z; |w/2 + argz| < a < ir/2), then putting u(z) = log|/(z)| -log|wn| the order of f(z) is greater than one by Lemma 2 which is impossible. Therefore we may assume that ß n {z; \ti/2 + argz| < a) contains an arc of a level curve y of f(z) which joins a point of the ray arg z = -tr/2 -a to a point of the ray arg z = -7r/2 and lies in (z; \z\ > /-,}. If the equation of y is given in parametric form z = z(t) (0 < t < 1), then we have where r0 = max0<(<1|z(i)|. In view of/'(z) ^ 0 on y, as z traverses y in the fixed direction, w traverses the circle T; \w\ = \wn\ in the fixed direction and à increases or decreases at least K-sin a. Thus w traverses the whole of T and in particular f(z) = wn for some point z E y. But this contradicts the assumption of the Theorem. Hence if f(z) satisfies the conditions of the Theorem, then f(z) must be a polynomial. Then it is easy to show that the degree of f(z) is at most two.
